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Key Takeaways:  

Syria. ISIS has increased its attacks in Syria’s central desert since early February, likely to secure 

resources and ISIS supply lines between northeast and central Syria. The group focused on targeting 

civilians for economic gain in central Syria, while targeting regime and Iran-backed forces closer to 
the Euphrates River to maintain supply lines. The corresponding decrease in ISIS attacks in 

northeastern Syria is not due to counterterrorism pressure or the group giving lower priority to 
northeastern Syria, but instead may have been preparation for a major attack targeting detention 

facilities.  

Somalia. The Somali Federal Government (SFG) will begin a major offensive targeting al Shabaab–
controlled areas of southern Somalia in the coming months. The SFG will likely be able to contest 

significant portions of southern Somalia’s Lower Jubba region during the offensive because it has 
competent and well-equipped clearing forces. It is highly unlikely that the SFG will penetrate the al 

Shabaab heartland in the neighboring Middle Jubba region, because of strong al Shabaab resistance. 
However, the offensive could still weaken al Shabaab and set conditions for future offensives by 

targeting al Shabaab logistical nodes in Lower Jubba. The SFG will likely struggle to hold newly 
contested areas in the long term because of a lack of adequate holding forces. 

Afghanistan. Islamic State Khorasan Province (ISKP) may be shifting its attack pattern to 

increasingly target civilians associated with the Taliban government. The Taliban may respond to 
increased ISKP attacks targeting civilians by carrying out more aggressive counter-ISKP operations in 

suspected ISKP support areas. These Taliban counter-ISKP operations will likely cause significant 
civilian casualties. In the most dangerous scenario, this could foment further instability in 

Afghanistan and increase support for ISKP.  

India. ISKP may be unable to replace its leader for India operations, Ejaz Ahangar, for several 
months. The Afghan Taliban killed the leader in Kabul, Afghanistan, on February 14. ISKP claimed 

two attacks in India in 2022 on March 4, possibly to highlight its capabilities and offset the effects of 
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Ahangar’s death on the group’s recruitment from India. ISKP is likely overstating its role in these 

attacks to benefit its India recruitment. 

Assessments:  

Syria. ISIS attack cells increased the frequency of attacks in the regime-held central Syrian desert 

and Deir ez Zor in February and March 2023, after a decrease in January.1 The group has more than 

doubled the number of attacks in the central Syrian desert since January while expanding their 

geographic scope.2 ISIS is targeting shepherds and truffle harvesters in the western central Syrian 

desert while focusing on military targets closer to the Euphrates River.3  

Recent ISIS attacks likely aim to secure resources for ISIS fighters while simultaneously maintaining 

the group’s ground line of communication between the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) controlled 

northeast Syria and the regime-controlled central Syrian desert. ISIS cells in eastern Hama and 

southern Raqqa are preying on local shepherds and truffle harvesters to secure resources to sustain 

their fighters.4 The group relies on robbery and crime to secure food and other supplies for its fighters 
in the resource-sparse central Syrian desert.5 ISIS kills shepherds and steals “hundreds” of sheep at a 

time to feed its fighters and targets truffle harvesters to fund operations.6 Truffles sell in Hama city 

for $11 per pound.7  

ISIS is prioritizing military targets near the Euphrates River to maintain its ground line of 

communication between ISIS cells in SDF-controlled northeast Syria and the central Syrian desert.8 

ISIS uses the porous line of control between the SDF and the regime to move people and supplies 

between the central Syrian desert and northeast Syria.9 Iran-backed units likely increased their 

presence along the M4 road to secure their own ground line of communication between Albu Kamal 

and Aleppo, threatening ISIS ground lines of communication between northeast and central Syria.10 
Iran is likely moving military personnel and equipment via the M4 highway to Aleppo.11 ISIS is likely 

responding to Iran’s greater emphasis on the M4 by targeting Iran- and regime-backed 

counterterrorism forces with improvised-explosive-device and small-arms attacks against 

checkpoints.12 

Northeast Syria. The SDF likely disrupted an ISIS attack plot targeting al Hol internally displaced 

people camp, al Sina’a prison, and Alaya prison in northeast Syria. Local Syrian media reported on 

March 5 that SDF “commandos” reinforced positions near al Sina’a and Alaya prisons after reports of 

“problems inside al Sina’a prison” and ISIS preparations for a “rebellion”  in al Hol internally 

displaced people camp.13 The SDF established a “military area” and evicted “homeless” people living 

in mosques in the neighborhood surrounding al Sina’a prison on March 6 and 7.14  

ISIS may have exposed two mid-level leaders as they coordinated and planned for the attack, enabling 
two successful US raids in mid-February.15 An attack targeting a major detention facility would 

require multiple cells across northeast Syria to coordinate planning and prepare forces for the 

operation. Cells in northeast Syria are “intentionally siloed,” requiring the involvement of a “sector 

commander” when two or more cells are involved.16 The requirements on the ISIS commander to 

coordinate between his forces may have allowed US forces to target him.  

ISIS likely did not decrease attacks in SDF-controlled Deir ez Zor in February due to increased 

counterterrorism pressure. The SDF did not carry out any major counterterrorism operations in late 

January or early February.17 The two US raids and other small-scale SDF operations did not exert 

sufficient counterterrorism pressure to force the group to move cells from northeastern Syria. The 

number of ISIS fighters detained and killed by the coalition and SDF in February 2023 is lower than 
the monthly average of ISIS fighters detained and killed in 2022. 18 ISIS likely decreased attacks to 

prepare resources and attack cells to launch attacks against prison facilities to free fighters. ISIS 



previously decreased attacks over multiple months to prepare for their attack against al Sina’a prison 

in January 2022.19 

Figure 1. ISIS Activity in the Central Syrian Desert 
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Figure 2. The Salafi-Jihadi Movement in the Middle East 
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Somalia. The SFG will begin a major offensive targeting al Shabaab–controlled areas of southern 

Somalia in the coming months. The SFG has been preparing for an offensive against al Shabaab in 

southern Somalia’s Lower Jubba since January.20 Somalia has also received increased international 
support in recent weeks, further indicating an upcoming offensive. The Somali national security 

adviser announced on March 2 that Djibouti, Ethiopia, and Kenya would be sending non–African 



Union forces to Somalia to participate in offensive “search and destroy” operations under the joint 

command of Somali security forces within eight weeks.21 Each country reportedly agreed to send an 

additional 1,000 troops to operate in the same regions as their compatriots in the African Union 

mission.22 The first Ethiopian contingents entered Somalia on March 6.23 This will be the first time 
non–African Union forces are participating in joint offensive operations with Somali forces since at 

least 2016.24 The United States also delivered 61 tons of ammunition and weapons to US-trained 

Danab special forces—which have been the primary clearing force across Somalia—on February 28, 

indicating that Danab is stocking up for operations.25  

The SFG will likely be able to contest significant portions of southern Somalia’s Lower Jubba region 

during the offensive because of competent and well-equipped clearing forces. Al Shabaab repeatedly 

retreated from major population centers during the SFG’s central Somalia offensive to launch 

counterattacks at al Shabaab’s time of choosing, which made it easier for counterterrorism forces to 

contest and clear some areas initially.26 US-trained Danab forces are also active in the Lower Jubba 

region. These forces are effective clearing forces and benefit from US drone support.27 The Djiboutian, 
Ethiopian, and Kenyan forces have also shown to be well-trained, well-equipped, and capable clearing 

forces during their previous deployments in Somalia.28  

Somali officials have stated that their ultimate goal is to retake al Shabaab–controlled areas of the 

Middle Jubba region, but the SFG will likely fail to penetrate Middle Jubba because of strong al 

Shabaab resistance.29 Middle Jubba is al Shabaab’s heartland, containing a significant portion of the 

group’s infrastructure and high-ranking leadership.30 The group launched numerous large-scale 

attacks as Somali forces began to pressure al Shabaab–controlled areas in central Somalia during the 

SFG’s 2022 offensive and eventually halted the counterterrorism forces’ progress.31 Al Shabaab will 

put up greater resistance around the Middle Jubba region than it did in central Somalia.32 The group 

has already launched several large-scale attacks in 2023 to temporarily overrun bases that Somali 
forces planned to use for operations into Middle Jubba, including a staging area Somali forces 

established in January.33 Somali forces have demonstrated they cannot withstand these large-scale 

attacks. It is unclear if international partners are willing to sustain the losses these attacks inflict, 

which makes it unlikely anti–al Shabaab forces can bear the cost it will take to successfully pressure 

Middle Jubba.  

An SFG offensive into Lower Jubba could weaken al Shabaab and set conditions for future offensives 

in Middle Jubba by damaging al Shabaab’s military and economic strength in Lower Jubba. Somali 

and partner forces could break al Shabaab’s control over the district capitals Badhadhe and Jamame 

in Lower Jubba, which would deny al Shabaab access to its Lower Jubba weapon stores and 
smuggling ports, disrupt support zones that link its weapon stores in Middle Jubba to Lower Jubba, 

and decrease its tax revenues.34    

The SFG will likely struggle to hold newly contested areas over the following year because it lacks 

enough well-trained or well-equipped forces to hold terrain. Somali forces in central Somalia have 

relied on local militias as holding forces, but the SFG does not have this option in southern Somalia, 

where clan ties and grievances against al Shabaab have not mobilized locals to combat the group.35 

African Union forces do not have the capacity to expand their operations to newly liberated areas and 

are scheduled to decrease their numbers before their planned withdrawal at the end of 2024.36 The 

remaining Somali and international partner forces are either not designated for stabilization and 

holding activities or are poorly prepared to perform such functions due to a lack of training and 
equipment.37 Newly deployed Eritrean-trained Somali National Army forces are present in Lower 

Jubba and could be adequate holding forces in newly contested areas.38 It is unclear how well trained 

and equipped these troops are.39   



Figure 3. Somali Forces and al Shabaab Contest the Lower Jubba Region: January–

March 2023 
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Afghanistan. ISKP may be increasing its attacks targeting civilians associated with the Taliban 
government. ISKP gunmen assassinated the head of the Herat municipal water supply on March 8, 

indicating a shift to targeting lower-level civilian government employees.41 ISKP typically targets 
Taliban soldiers, high-level officials, and religious minorities. ISKP released a Pashto statement on 

March 5 criticizing the Taliban for killing women and children during Taliban counter-ISKP 



operations and threatened to begin targeting Taliban members’ families.42 This threat followed a 

Taliban counter-ISKP raid in Herat that reportedly killed a women affiliated with ISKP along with 
several other suspected ISKP members.43  

The Taliban may respond to increased ISKP attacks on civilians with more aggressive counter-ISKP 
operations to prevent attacks on Taliban civilians and family members. The Taliban do not have the 

capability to protect every lower-level civilian government employee. Prior Taliban operations 

targeting suspected ISKP supporters resulted in widespread torture and extrajudicial executions of 
civilians.44 Similar methods as part of more aggressive counter-ISKP operations could increase 

discontent toward the Taliban government, foment further instability in Afghanistan, and increase 
support for anti-Taliban groups, including ISKP.  

India. ISKP may be unable to replace its leader for operations in India for several months. The 

Afghan Taliban killed ISKP leader for India operations Ahangar in Kabul on February 14.45 Ahangar 
likely had established contacts in India as the former leader of the Islamic State’s Indian affiliate, 

Islamic State Hind Province (ISHP). 46 CTP assumes ISKP aims to replace Ahangar with someone 
with similar connections to ISHP. ISHP lacks a formal hierarchy, which may complicate ISKP efforts 

to find a qualified replacement.47 Ahangar was also valuable because he was based in Afghanistan, 
where he recruited Indians to carry out ISKP operations, including attacks in Kabul and Jalalabad in 

2020.48 A replacement may be hesitant to travel to Afghanistan and support similar attacks after the 
Taliban’s counter-ISKP raids. 

ISKP claimed two 2022 attacks in India, possibly to message its capabilities after the loss of Ahangar. 

ISKP claimed on March 4 it had been responsible for two small-scale attacks in southern India in 

October and November.49 An ISKP attack in India would represent a significant expansion of ISKP’s 

recent attack zones in Afghanistan and Pakistan. ISKP has never attacked in India, and the group’s 

recent activity in the country appears to be focused on recruitment.50 Claiming the attacks so long 

after they occurred suggests ISKP is attempting to mitigate the effect of Ahangar’s death on recruiting 
efforts in India.  

ISKP is likely overstating its role in the attacks. Indian security forces investigated Islamic State links 
to the attacks but did not verify these links or specify the attackers and their group affiliations.51 ISKP 

did not release any new information about the attacks or attackers and provided an incorrect location 

for one of the attacks.52 The months-long gap between the attacks further suggests ISKP was not 

directly involved in the attack. 

 



Figure 5. The Salafi-Jihadi Movement in Central and South Asia 
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Other Updates:  

Africa 



Sahel. Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) Emir Abu Ubaydha Yusuf al Anabi downplayed the 

global links of al Qaeda’s Sahelian affiliate Jama’at Nusrat al Islam wa al Muslimeen (JNIM) in an 

interview with France 24 released on March 6.53 Anabi reiterated that AQIM and JNIM are focused on 

expelling foreign powers, including Kremlin-linked Wagner Group mercenaries. He also 
deemphasized the groups’ global ties by avoiding explicitly calling for hijra, not answering a question 

about his role in the global al Qaeda structure, and avoiding a question about the late al Qaeda Emir 

Ayman al Zawahiri.54 Anabi did not discuss his global links, likely to avoid unwanted Western scrutiny 

and intervention and not because the group does not have global connections and global aims.55 

AQIM and JNIM still aspire to have transnational attack capabilities but are focusing on encouraging 

rather than conducting such attacks.56 Anabi also made it clear that JNIM will continue to consolidate 

control in its current area of operations and expand into the Gulf of Guinea through its locally attuned 

approaches. 
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